
How to Write a List Blog Post 
 

List blog posts are exactly what they sound like – a blog post listing off examples, resources, or tips 

pertaining to a topic your readers will love, are interested in, or would benefit from knowing more 

about. List posts can range from as low as three to as high as 100+, though the sweet spot that most 

bloggers gravitate towards tends to be between five and 20.   

 

Another perk of the list approach to blog posts is that it is appropriate for every stage for the buyer’s 

journey. As an example, a digital marketing agency could see success with an awareness post titled “The 

10 Social Media Trends Your Company Can’t Ignore” and with a decision stage post titled “3 Qualities to 

Look For in a Marketing Agency.” 

 

Need some suggestions for your list post? You can list out any of the following: 

● Examples [8 of the Best Professional Bio Examples We've Ever Seen [+ Bio Templates]] 

● Steps [3 Steps to Do Your Best Work, No Matter Where You Are in Your Career] 

● Tips [19 Tips to Leave the Perfect Sales Voicemail] 

● Ways to Do Something [10 Impressive Ways to Start a Cover Letter [+ Examples]] 

● Ideas [31 Secret Santa Gift Ideas Your Coworkers Will Love] 

● Statistics [23 Remarkable Twitter Statistics to Be Aware of in 2019] 

● Facts [9 Interesting Facts About List Posts] 

● Myths [The 20 Most Dangerous Sales Myths You Shouldn't Fall For] 

 

 

 

 

  

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/professional-bio-examples
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/3-steps-to-consistently-do-your-best-work
https://blog.hubspot.com/sales/tips-to-leave-the-perfect-sales-voicemail
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/how-to-start-cover-letter
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/office-secret-santa-gifts
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/twitter-stats-tips
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/list-posts-facts
https://blog.hubspot.com/sales/sales-myths


Outline for Listicle: [Blog Post Title] 
Keyword: [Enter Targeted Keyword] 

Author: [Enter Author Name] 

 

 
 

 

[Blog Post Title] 
Make sure the title starts with a number and runs for 60 characters or less. 

Introduction 

Lead into the post with a short 100-200 word introduction. Be sure to highlight: 

 

● The reason why what you’re talking about is important. 

● Who, what industry, or what sector of the industry this applies to. 

● What you’ll be covering [i.e. “in this post, we’ll provide [#] examples of (term) and why they’re 

so emblematic of (term)”]. 

Why is [Term] Important? (Optional) 

Provide your readers with a few reasons why they should care about the term or the concept you’re 

writing about. If this is a consumer-level concept, talk about the implications this could have on their 

families, finances, personal happiness, etc. If you’re writing for an audience of professionals, mention 

the impact this term or concept has on profit, efficiency, and/or customer satisfaction. To make the 

most of this section, make sure it includes at least one statistic, quote, or outside reference.  

 

If you feel the topic is universally understood and respected, you may not need to include this section 

and could benefit by going right to the list. 

 

# Examples/Tips/Ideas/Resources for [Term] 

After the quick introduction and potential explanation of the topic’s importance, there’s no more time 

to waste. Jump right into the list! 

 

Each of your examples should be followed by additional copy explaining why you’re including them on 

your list. The explanation could be anywhere from a couple sentences (if you have a long list) to a couple 



paragraphs (if you have a short list). Make sure you organize your list so that each example or 

subcategory has its own section header. 

 

If your list is made up of examples from real people or businesses, take the opportunity to embed 

evidence of the example with an image, a video, or a social media post of that example. This adds 

additional context as to why you’re including each example on your list and helps break up an otherwise 

text-heavy blog post with other types of content.  

Closing 

Wrap up your amazing new blog post with a great closing. Remind your readers of the key takeaway you 

want them to walk away with and what everything on your list has in common or suggests to the reader.  

 

 
 

Checklist Before Submitting Your Article 
❏ Did you provide at least three examples, suggestions, or tips that directly speak to the topic 

you’re writing about? 

❏ If examples are from real companies or people, did you embed images, video, and/or a social 

media post of that example to strengthen your point? 

❏ Did you provide relevant and accurate examples and statistics to further explain this concept? 

❏ Did you properly cite and backlink your sources? 

❏ Did you spell check and proofread? 

❏ Are there at least 1-2 images? 

❏ Is the post 800-1,000 words at minimum? 
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